Photography and Video Image Release Form

I, ______________________ (Artist/Company), for valuable consideration receive, hereby grant the Dance Resource Center of Greater Los Angeles (DRC) express license and permission to use any image of the Artist/Company, and list and name the Artist/Company in any and all DRC websites, advertisements, brochures, mailings or promotional materials that DRC may, in its sole discretion elect to publish or distribute by any means including electronic or other means, during the period of agreement between Artist/Company and DRC.

I hereby warrant and guarantee that I have the right, authority and permission to grant the DRC the license and permissions set forth herein. I indemnify DRC for any third party actions that may be brought against DRC as a result of my rights in and to any of the images given to DRC in connection with this Release.

The listings referred to herein will be made at the DRC’s expense and in whatever fashion or means that the DRC, in its sole discretion, deems suitable. Artists/Company agrees to further inclusion of any and all name(s) & will provide photo credit where applicable.

____________________  ______________________
Signature                                              Date